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SCOPE AND CONTEUTS; Indiim-antimonLde films have been prepared 

for experiments involving the application of high elettrit fields 

to this semiconducting material. The films have been deposited 

onto a mica substrate. To obtain high mobilities, a multilayer 

construction with subsequent annealing was csed.

Menttu-ements of the complex propagation coefficient of a 

section of wavefgULde containing the film have been made and the 

reslits agree closely with a muneeical solution of a theoretical 

model proposed for the structure.

The design of a new type of a pulse generator for these 

high electric field experiments is described.
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ABSTRACT

A sensitive microwave bridge has been assembled for the measiure- 

ment of the complex propagation coefficient of a section of waveguide 

containing a semiconducting film. The bridge operating at a frequency 

of 9.25 Gc/s, can be balanced to one degree phase shift and 0.05 db 

attenuation.

Films of indiom antimonide have been prepared by vacuum depos

ition onto mica substrates. A multilayer construction Wth subsequent 

annealing was used in an attempt to obtain high aobiliiies, Four n-type 

InSb films Xth thicknesses 2160 X, 2180 X, f and 4800 X were

produced. The Hall Mobilities were found in the range between 500 to
2

1000 cm /V-sec.

Teooetical and numerical solutions of the complex propagation 

constant of a rectangular waveegiide section containing a semiconducting 

film have been made. The analysis is based on the assumptions that the 

film thickness was negligible, the film surface wlb pa'aHel to the 

narrow wH s of the guide and that perfect electrical contact existed 

between the fim and the broad wlls of the guide.

Meaaurernents of complex propagation coetficitntt have been carried 

out with the film moulted between mica sheets in a slotted wavegiH.de in 

preparation for experiments involving the application of high electric d.c. 

fields to the sample. The measured complex propagation agreed closely with 

(iii)

wavegiH.de


the computed values confirming the vid.i&Lty of the theoretical imsdel for 

this particular case.

The design of a new type of a pulse generator for these high 

electric field experiments is described. The pULse generator features 

a continuously variable pulse W.dth from 0.2 u sec. to 5 u sec. Wth 

a low output impedance of approXlmtely 1J ohms and a repetition rate 

adjustable to 1, 2, 5 and 10 pulses per second.
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INTRODUCTION

Tiis thesis dessribes the first stage of an investigation into 

the changes produced in the complex permittiveties of semi-conductors, 

measured at microwave frequencies under coitions of high electric 

fields. At the icrowave frequency the impprtant parameeer controlling
t_

the propagation is the differential carrier mooility (|i), if it is GE
assumed that the microwave electric field is very much less than the 

applied i^Ktii^c fiM and that ^ese t^wo fiU vectors are ijarallel^. 

d v d VThe change in — can be large, for example in n-type germanium — falls a£ d£
(2)to zero in the range 4.5 to 9 kV/cm' and under uuch coitions hhe

germanium offers zero impedance to a wave propagating through it. The 

effect has possible applitltirt^e to microwave mddUaaors operating in 

the nanosecoi range^^ and aleo proeidrs a^dutiot^al experimental 

information for the theory of conduction in semicoinecors.

Tiis thesis describes the design and assembly of equipment 

suitable for macing measurements on films of iiiim-antimonide at a 

frequency of 9.25 Gc/s. A frequency in X band was chosen to avoid the 

complicatim of frequency dependent effects Wich for example become

(4)apparent in n—type germanium at 34.75 G/e • However measurements

in this band have the practical difficulty that sammles several centi- 

ielere in length and Wdth are required for insertion into the wavvguude. 

Bulk imperial of such dimensions is difficult to obtain and it was 



decided to carry out measurements on deposited thin films, in the 

first instance. The use of films has the advantages that phy sicAly 

large samples can be readily produced and that the propagation 

equaaions of the inhomogeneously filled waveguide section are simpli

fied, compared rtth the guides loaded Wth thick samples of semi

conductor. Also they are particularly suitable for measurements on 

high conducciVLty semiconductors as the; fulfil the requirement that 

the sample thickness be very much less than the skin depth. In recent 

years a great deal of effort has been devoted to the preparation of 

thin sables of semiconducting materials and to investigations of their 

pnopeeties. Such fims have been used in many feH-ette^ ievtces^^^^

(7)and more generally in infra-red application . Moreover, work on very

thin fims has been done to examine the surface structure of solid 

malteial.6(8 «

The use of a thin film also enables high conductivity semi

conductors to be investigate Wthout introducing too high an attenua

tion over the section of guide carrying the film and indium antimonide 

was chosen for the initial experiments. Up to the present, changes in 

the cortliutivity of this material have been measured by meeasoring the
(9)(10)  

change in resistance of samples with increasing fields ' • The

micnowave method of measurement used in this project gives a sensitive 

means of meat-siring the changes produced by increasing electric field 

as the differential rcoility is measured rather than the mbillty. 

Also measurements at a micnowave frequency enables information on 

frequency dependent effects in the material to be obtained. Measure

ments of these effects must be carried out uober pulsed cornditirns to 
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avoid joule heating of the sanpLe and a typical pulse duration is 0.5 

usee Wth a repetition rate of 1 p.s. It is desirable that the pulse 

generator Should have a Low output impedance to ee able to feed samples 

of Wdely differing chaasteeLstics and also it should produce perfect 

rectangular pulses. The complex permittivity can be meaaured on a 

microwave bridge which can ee operated under pulsed cornldtion, the 

sample eeing inserted in one arm of such a bridge.

The equipment required for the aeove measuremenns comppises 

a pulse generator, a microwave bridge and thin indiim antimoodde fims 

together With theoretical and numerical solutions of a filmHaded 

waveguide. These maaters are discussed separately in the follortng 

four chapters.



CHAPTER I

The Tiyratron On-Off iulse Generator

Although this thesis is concerned Wth a new design of a piuLse 

genneator, the Tijyatron On-Off pulse generator, two other rain types 

of pulse genneator, namely the Line-type and the Haa*d-tube pulse 

ge^rator^D rtLL be descrtoed briefly to compare toe general approach -

es.

Regidrenents for a pulse generator are;

(i) A pulse as truly rectangular as obtainable,

*

(ii) The piHse length and repetition rate variable over as W.de a range 

as pssible, particularly if this can be done continuously.

(LiL) The pulse imL&dtude variable to about 20 Kv.

(iv) An output impedance suitable for load resistances of 50 ohms and 

higher.

Main types of pulse generators

(A) Line-type piHse generator.

The operation of a line-type pulse generator depends on the 

discharge of a charged transmission line into a ratched load. The 

schematic circuit diagram of this type of pidse generator is shown in 

Figure 1-1.

4

w.de
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If the transmission He is charged to a voltage V and is

assumed to be lossless, the output current is11''

1(a) . ------- jfr.th 6
R. ♦ L co th 6 s

Wnere 6 is the one-way transM.ssion tine of the line, and Z is its

chhracteeistic impedance.

The inverse Laplace Transform gives the output current as

The derivation is found in Appendix A.

Wiere U(nt) is a step function as

U a t) ■ 1 for at ? 0

U( <t) » 0 for A t < 0

at x (t - n6) n x 2, 4, 6, ...

Thus for a matched



Since the above analysis is based upon a lossledd fr^mlmlssiin 

line, the actual output pulse shape is not perfectly rectangular. The 

ripples on the flat top of the pulse rapidly increase in magr^-iude as

(14)the pulse amplitude rises above 5 Kv. Furthermore, the load imped

ance of the 1ini-i}i pulse generator is fixed in order to match the 

characteristic impedance of the transmission line. Above all, the great

est disadvantage of a line-type pulse generator is that whenever the 

Wdth of the pulBe is desired to be varied, the length of the transmission 

line Wil have to be altered, Which can only be done by switching to 

other individual transmission lines with different lengths. Also, the 

maximum m^endtude of the output pulse is only one half of the supply root

age V as mentibned above.

(B) H■aod-dubv pulse generator.

A hard-tube pulse generator is acdully a class C aeptifier 

whose coupling capai^r is used as an energy reservoir. The time inter

val during which the high-vacuim tube is conducted can be controlled by 

the application of the proper voltage to the grid and essentially, it 

determines the pulse duration.

Figure 1-2 is a simpified form of a hard-tcSe pulse generator 

with a triode as the swtching tube.

For the present discussion the storage capacitor is considered 

to be charged to a voltage V * which is very newly equal to Eb» the 

power supply voltage. It is further assumed that the capcidance of 

is so large that the change in voltage during a pulse is negligibly small. 

The circuit can be represented as shown in Figure 1—3 by replacing the
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charged capacitor

ion period t

Tiis type of pd.se generator produced a better rectangular pulse
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The Tiyratron On-Cff nulse generator

Tiis generator design seeks to conbine the advantages of both 

the above circuits in that it can provide continuously variable width 

pulses into both high and low resistance loads.

Medc Circuit

The 'Uyratron On-Off pulse generator is based on a pulse-form

ing circuit diecus6ed by EiwwrdB.b^^}

If a step voltage is applied to a resistive load, R, at time 

t = 0 by meerne of a switch Tj and at time t » t^ it is shorted by means 

of another sw.tch T^, the output waveform across the load R r wil 

theoeeically be a rectangular pulse shape as shown in Figure 1-5. The 

resistance in the circuit is to limit the current as Ti^8 closed. The 

duration of the pulse is t^ and this may be continuously varied over a 

wide range of values by adjustment of tp

Requirements of sw.tched ansd RR o° be met ave;

(i) Very short switching-on period.

(ii) The associated inductance and capacitance as smil as possible.

(iii) Can stand large peak current through it during conduction.

(iv) Almost short-tirtiittd (very low impedance) during conduction.

twtches

The hydrogen thyratrons 5C22 were used as switches 1R arnd

in Figure 1-5. This type of tube is designed to w»rk with a 50 ohm load 

and has a peak voltage plate of 16 Kv and a peak plate current of J25 amp.
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It requires zero grid bias and a minimum trigger voltage +150 V. No 

published data are available on the impedance of the tube during cond

uction but the major capacitance - the grid-anode capacitance, and the 

inductance between anode and cathode have been measured as 15 pf and 

2 ph at 1 Mc/s.

The rUment trtnBfoJners.

The tube requires 6 V, 10 amp filmE supply. The filament 

transformer of the tube requires a primary-secondary insulation

suitable for 16 Kv and the secondary Ending comppises 55 turns of No. 12 

A.W.G. enaelled copper wire onto a common filmient transformer with a 

primary Ending. Tiis construction gives a primary-secondary capacitance 

of about 55 pf.

Pulse-Forming CCrcEt analysis.
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where a

the derivation can be found in

(ii) fttlse top -— the time interval between C ) t

If t>> 1 , the term
Q

ActtuQly it is nno a straight line as given in equation (B), but
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Improvement of the main pulse generator.

The exponnenial decay of the pulse after is fired is much 

smaller than if T, is omitted. The taLl of the decaying pulse is only 

3 u sec. long even if a 0.5 pf charging cajpaitor is used.

Tils pulse shape thus obtained does not have the required sharp 

trailing edge. Furthermore, the current through T. will exceed its 

peak current specification. In order to enable the fall time to be short

er, both thyratrons T and T ( are needed, T, being in series with 

If the resistance r increases, the tail ell start lower, but 

the maggintude of the output pulse will be decreased as shown by 

eqiuitions (B) and (C). This is not desirable as a large part of energy 

is lost in the resistor r. The decay time of the tail can be less if 

the capacitance C is decreased. Howweer, it wll cause the top-pmrt 

to sag as a consequence.
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while Tj being in parr.lel with the charging capacitor C* A typical value 

of 1 MQ for the charging resistor R is used for a pulse per sec* output* c
Tiis improved circuit is shown in Figure 1-10*

The three tubes operation then consssts of the following steps:

Layout of the mi in pulse generator*

The layout of the generator is shown in Figure 1-11* The

Tiyyatrona are operated in a horizontal position and care has been taken 

to keep all leads as short and direct as possible* To prevent high 

voltage flaehover and to allow heat radiation air spacing of at least 1~ in. 

are required and the charging resistor is screened with a polythene cylinder* 

Insulated stands are required for the mounting of the bases of the 

thyratrons*

X-Ray Shielding*
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The driver stage.

Tie three thyratrons in the mtin pulse generator circuit are 

triggered by three gas tubes (2D21) tfiich are controlled by a simple 

pulser through different delay controls of integrating circuits. It 

is shown in Figure 1-12. A pulse transformer, wiich has high voltage 

insulation suitable for 20 Kv, mist be used at the grid of the upper 

tube * for its cathode is floating at a voltage tqucltothe bigitudr 

of the output pulse during conduction. The operation of Tj and T 

and Tj from a single trigger tube proved to be wisalisflctbry. Wien 

triggered directly by three different integrating circuits they fail 

to fire properly due to low grid-cathode impedance, and produced 

considerable "jitter" in the output pulse duration. The grid circuit 

of V Controls its fLrirg point and hence controls T« Tierefore it 

controls the pulse duration. The grid circuit of V_. controls the tail 

shape of the pulse. These two w.th the variable coil at the anode 

of the tube T^, tfiich controls the rise time, determine the output pulse 

shape.

The repetition rate of pulses is controlled by a muCtivibratbr.

The output pulse duration is continuously variable from 0.2 p 

sec. to 5 p sec. and by adjustment of the timing and other relevant 

circuits pulse duration of several hundred p sec. can be obtained.

Txe trigger pulse transformer.

The only requirement of this 400 V 1x1 ratio pulse transformer 

is that it has a primary-secondary Ending insulation tcitlblt for 20 Kv.
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In order to produce a faster rise-time a ferrite-core is used.

For a source resistance of 200 Q and a secondary load of 1.2 Ku, 

a transformer of the following specifications proved satisfactory:

Core : Philips D45/J9 ferrite core

Primary : 150 turns of JO A.W.G, enamelled copper W.re wound in

J layers.

Secondary same winding as primary Wth 4 layers of 1/4 mm polythene

sheeting giving an insulation for JO Kv.

Primary L : 0.9 mH at 1 Kc/s

Secondary L : 0.8 oH at 1 Kc/s

Primary-Secondary C * 15 pf

Pictures in Figure 1-15, 1-17 and 1-18 are taken by a "DuMont" 

Oscilloscope camera type J55 Wth J000 ASA Polaroid films from a type 

585 Oscilloscope shown in Figure 1-14,

In the driver stage the firing of the second 2D21 gas tube is 

delayed by the variable resistance (50 Ki) and the capcitor 100 pf, 

similarly for the firing of the third 2D21 gas tube. Tiis would at 

most be delayed by 5 pae^., but if the 100 pf capacitor be replaced by 

one with higher value, a longer delayed time could be obtained. The 

anode-grid capacitors in the multivibrator control its repetition rate 

consequently the repetition rate of the pUse generator.



TeorrOtcal Reoslts for Rilse Rise Time 
(obtained from Csmpuler 7040 programme I)

Time
(u Sec)

V » 4 K, r « 11 0, Tj « 2 Q and = 2 ph

c» » 50 pf C' x 200 pf
= 660 - 200Q Rl « 1 Ki R ■ 66e Ii, « 200- lj R « 1 KtAt

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.50
r.35
r.4r
0.45
0.50
0.55
r.6r
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80

0.85
0.90
0.95
1.00

0. volt 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 

3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 

3>2. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342.

0. volt 
3983. 
3765. 
3754. 
3756. 
37%. 
37%. 
37%. 
3756. 
3756. 
37%. 
37%. 
37%. 
37%. 
3756. 
37%. 
3756. 
37%. 
3756. 
37%. 
3756.

0. volt 

3654. 
4915. 
4299.
3790. 
3811. 

3952. 
3986. 
3958. 
3941. 
3944. 
3949. 
39%. 
3949.
3948.

3949. 
3949. 
3949. 
3949. 
3949. 
3949.

0. volt 

2966. 
3419. 
3343. 
33%. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 

3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342. 
3342.

0. volt 
4733. 
3845. 
3491. 

3924. 
%92. 
3766. 

3762. 
3749. 
3759.
3755. 
37%.
3756. 
37%. 
37%. 
3756. 
37%. 
37%. 
37%. 
37%.

0. volt
6117.
3%5.
3190.

5077.
3020.
4430.

3893.
3745.
4225.

3731.
4054.
3944.
3895.
4oib.
3898.
3972.
3950.
3935.
3965.
3237..



FIGURE 1-1

FIGURE 1-3

t = 0
FIGURE 1-4



FIGURE 1-7

FIGURE 1-8



(r^« Rl and r
C refers to Figure 1-10

(0 < ty< t2)FIGURE 1-10
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18 in

FIGURE 1-11 Layout of the Generator
(Multivibrator and filament transformers
for Tubes T. and T, beneath chassis)



FIGURE 1-12 The driver stage



E.H.T. Power Supply.

Eriver stage lower Supply

FIGURE 1-13

Thyratron On-Off I’ulae Generator.
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66 Q load
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(b)

200 Q load
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(c)

1 KQ load

0.2 u sec/div.

FIGURE 1-15 Output Pulses of the Tiyratron
On-Off Pulse Generator

(variable aeodr inductance L = 0)



(a)

L’66tJ

(b)

= 200Q

(c)

■ 1 KQ

FIGURE 1-16 Tieoretical fritput PulseB
Rise Timo with « 2 pie and C* = 50 pf.

(variable anrdo inductance L = 0)
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0.2 u sec/div.

(b)

200 Q load

0.2 u sec/div.

---------------------->

0.2 u sec/div

Typical Output Pulses with 6.5 ft. long 
RG 8 A/U coaxial cable (29.5 pf/ft) by 

adjusting the variable anode inductance L.

FIGURE 1-17



0.2 u sec/div.

(b)

C = 0.2 Uf

C.2 u sec/div.

(c)

C = 0.1 uf

0.2 u sec/div.

FIGURE 1-18 Output Pulses with 6.5 ft. long
RG 8 A/U coaxial cable (29.5 pf/ft) 
and 66 Q load.
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Charging capacitance

C = 0.5 uf



1
I
I (a)

66q load
I
I
I
I________

FIGURE 1-19 Theoretical Output Pulse with 6.5 ft. long
RG 8 A/U coaxial cable (29.5 pf/ft.) 
(variable anode inductance L = 0)
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Dscussion

The measured 4 Kv, 0.5 p sec. pulses with different loads are 

very close to the theoretical solution and confirm the validity of the 

theoretical model discussed in Appendix B. The pulse shape is very 

convenient for measurements as the top is flat and the trailing corner 

is very sharp.

Figure 1-15 ahrwe measured pulse shapes with 66u, 200Q nnd 1 K2 

loads. CoPuariBrn Wth the theoretical ''Rise time" curves in Figure 1-16 

confims the measured values of (1) the major capacitance (grid-anode) 

of the Tiyratron 15 pf, (2) the primary-secondary capacitance of the 

tube 1 filment transformer, 35 pf, and also (3) the inductance of the 

Tiyratron between anode and cathode, 2 ph which were used in the 

theoretical mrddl. Frrm the voltage ratios of the starting point of the 

pd.se tail to the pulse top, the resistance of the Thyratron during 

conduction, is frind to be 2,3&i.

Figure 1-17 shrws typical output pulses Wthout overshoot for 66i, 

2000 and 1 Ki.

Figure 1-18 shrws the effect of the charging capacitance C for 

66ii load. The sag of the "Pulse top" becrmes apparent if an 0.1 pf 

capacitoy is used. Hrwwver the Pulse generator needs more input pcwer as 

the charging capacitance is increased.



CHAPTER II

The Preparation of Indite Antimonide Films

General Consideration

Semi-conducting films have bene prepared by the following

methods;

1) Lapping down a slice of the solid mateeial.

2) Suddenly squashing a drop of molten maaerial.

3) Vacuum depot tion and subsequent annealing.

The film obtained by lapping has the same Hll MoHlity as

ducing thin indiim antimonide films. The appratus for preparation of

the layers consisted essentially of a heated qurrts substrate on which 

rested the piece of indium antimonide ( g.). A second (cold) qirartz

substrate with a weight (a heavy brass rod) above it was dropped from 

a height of about 3 cm. onto the mooten indite antimonide which then 

squashed into a thin layer between the two flats. The heater current

29
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was switched off imncdiately the weight was released and the whole 

assembly allowed to cool to room temperature before the apparatus 

was opened' mms 10|i thick of 1 cm2 area were obtained in above 

way. However, because of different thermal expansion coefficients of 

indium antimonide and the substrate mateeral, the final layer was 

either cracked in the case of quartz flats or buckled in the case of 

soda glass flats. Although the thin layers prepared were eoyccyssaai- 

ine, their electrical and optical propeeties were in good agreement 

with the single crystal raaerial from which they were obtained. The

4 2.highest Eectron Mobility obtained was 2.j8 x 10 cm /v-aec for n-type 

layer. Tiis is quite close to the mooility of bulk maae^a!, 

70,000 cm2/V sec,/19)

Papaarditii has eredardd f^ms, 200 - 1700 a thick, of 

n-type indium antimonide by evaporation in a high vacuum followed by 

annealing in aargon alt temppra^re vvryyng bbtween l^0 and J5C°C. lhe 

maximum vaLues of resistivity and Hall coefficient occurred when amesl- 

ing tdmpedatiurds between 200°C and JOO°C were used. Papwotitis seems 

to have assumed that indium antimonide distils over homooeeeously when

evaporated in a vacuum giving at once a film of indium antimonide. 

Caaculation from his publided curves relating Hell coefficient and 

conductivity shows that his ^tinnrn value for the mo°^lity was 75 cm Vv—sec 

for a film 700 - 780 8 thick. Tiis is much lower than that of the bulk 

maaerral.
DHe and Senecal^21^ found carrier concdetoolton6 lie brtwerd

6 x 10°b and 4 x 1019/cm' and Hall mobilities between 10 and 5<X crZ/V^ec
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for evaporated InSb films of 550 to 3750 3 thick. The mobility increases 

with increasing annealing temperature over moct of the range from

100 to 500°C.

Evaporated InSb films are characterized, as a rule, by extremely
(22)low mobillty. Kuurov and Pinsker' • report hole mobilities only 

between 2 and 8 cm /V-sec. Lanney and Colorbant^3)(—4) report max^uim

2
electron mooilities of about 500 and 1000 cm /V—sec. respectively.

(25)Presnov and Synorov evajorrated Indbmn and antimony sejarrateyy

and aimuQtaneously on to a glass slide bn a vacuum. For a film UxoR
2

thick they obtained a value of 50 cm /V-sec. for the Hall mooility.
(26)GUnnher used the same technique and obtained electron mooblity of the

4 2order of 10 cm /V-sec. in InAs and InSb films grown by the simultaneous 

evapeoatbon of the individual constituents, at controlled rate, onto a 

heated substrate. The highe8t viLue he obtained is 13000 co0/v-s6C. wth 

substrate terpeeatwre at about 700°C and annealing temperature near 100°C.

(27)Koike and Barlow • found that when InSb is heated in a vacuum 

it separates, in a vapour place, into its two components. Thus the film 

is not b^bum antirorn.dt but Indium and antimony in almost distinct layers. 

They produced a mulli-layer fblm by de2>6itltg a very small quuntity of 

InSb at a tbme and anteaLing it at intervals. These films were found to
2

have a mooilbty of more than 3000 cm /V—sec. The hightst value obtained 

being 19000 cm2/V-sec. for the 5 x 10 mm specbmen. They mte that 

"indium is quite volatile and its vonatilizltion which is effected by the 

bmpuuLty concentration is related to the moOility of the fblm produced ■



Experimental Work

The films used in the present experiment were prepared by a 

vacuum deposition technique.

The bulk mttriaL used was n—type InSb Wth an impuuity 

wncenteatton cf 1.9 x 1016/cn5 and ability cf 6.6 x 10** oii^A-m0. 

at room temperature. The bulk material was first cut down to about 

15 mg. piecoe. Sheets of mica meesuring about 2 mils thOck were used 

as substrateo. A.1 cf these were first cleaned by carbon tetrachloride 

and then washing It ioiling distilled water septarately. Thq/were 

finally dried it at oven at a tempprature near 200°b imleeittrly before 

being placed inside the evaporation apparatus, the "Spieedivac" Cooting 

Uitt, Model 12EJ. The vacuum chamber wis cleaned by me eat 5 of the 

ion-tombaritaent process and the substrate ws heated to 200°b - 250°b 

before the first layer, 15 mg., was deposited. Foil owing this depos

ition the substrate was then anneiLLed at a temperature of 200°b - 250°b 

for an hour. Additional layers were then deposited by repeating the 

same procedures. Films were prepared containing 4 and 8 layers. The
-6evaporation procedure was carried out at a pressure of 5 x 10 Torr

or greater (1 Tor = 1 mm Hg). Films obtained it this way can be assigned
(27) to have a uni form thickness and a multi-layer film is probably formed.

Ca■]Lrulttinn of the thickness of the film.

If the mat^ial arrives at a smll area on a surface inclined at 

an angle © to the direction of Uee vapour ateeana which haB an mgle 0 

from the vertical and assume that the evaiporatim takes place according 
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to Knudsen>s law. the ttix^ese of a film deposited is given byytd

t m cos V cos W
p 2r

where m is the miss of the mattrial evaporated, r is the distance from 

the materitl to the substrate, and p is the density of the material 

(5»7 g/cm^ for indium antimordde^®®

A number of films were produced and their propprties were 

examined.

The Hal coefficients of In-Sb films are measured by conventional

method cs shown in the following schematic diagram.

The mag^nneic induction density B is directed perpendicularly 

into the paper. 0 controls the current I. I?2 is the compounding resist

ance for the asywnetric contacts. The Hall voltage Vg is balanced by R^. 

All of them are Kelvin Varley Voltage Dividers. (G) is a Cainbbiige spot 

Galvanometer, No. L-357r73. Two indiim strips are deposited onto the

InSb film serve as contacts. Points P and Q are indium soldered.
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Sample Calculations

(A) Tiickness of Sample II InSb films

m » 59.2 mg

P ■ 5.7 g/cm3 

r ■ 11.94 cm 

0 = 14.1°

3.88 m2/coul

© « 14.1°

the thickness of the film,

m cos 0 cos 6 
*p 2r

(B) Hall Mobility and Eectron Coocentration of Sample II InSb fim. 

t - 2180 x 10'10 m

° - — - 4950 U-®"1

3.88 x 10 - V/amp-lgauss
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Results

(I) Thicknesses and resistances of InSb films

Samples I II III Ii

No. of layers 4 4 4 8
evaporated imsb, n 122.5 mg 59.2 mg 59.2 mg 119.9 mg

0 0° 14.1° 15° 0°

• 0° 14.1° 15° 0°

r 11.94 cm 11.94 cm 11.94 cm 11.94 cm

thickness, t 4800 ? 2180 ft 2160 ft 4700 ft

dimension 5.6cm X 2.75 cm 5.6cm X2.7em 5.6cm X2.7cn. 4.7cm X2,95cm

resistance 
(measured) 1.05 Km 695m 65% 26cm

resistance per 
square, R

1.575 KQ 926m 846m 414m

conductivity, a 1515 Um*1 495C Um*1 546ocr-m"1 5140 U-m*1
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II HaJl Mobilities end ELectron Cocentra tion Of ISb filne

&nple I II IV Uinta

thickness, t 48oc 2180 4700 f

vH
assn value of — 6.65 Xio'5 5.88 x 10“5 5.05 X 10“5 V amp-gauss

Hall Cooeficient, 
bh

f.
51.95 X 10“ 6 8.45 X io"6 14.5 x io"6 a^/coul.

Time HU Coeef- 
icient Rh. )H(true)

45.6 I 10**6 12.1 X 10**6 20.5 X 10"6 X 
v/Coil.

Electron Mbility, 
U«

654 X 1o“" 509 X 1c"4 948 X 10*" ^/V-sec.

ELectron concentr
ation, n

■

1.545 X io23 6.09 X io25 5.45 X io25

HU fooility 
UH

770 x 10
600 X 1o“" 1116 X 10“" n2/V-sec



FIGURE 2-1 The ’’Speecdvac'* Coating Unit, Model 12EJ



(m
V

)

B (gauss)

FIGURE 2-2 Hall Voltage vs Magnetic Field 

(4800 X IeiSb film)



FIGURE 2-5 Hall Voltage vs Magnetic Field 
( 2180 2 InSb film)



B (gauss)

FIGURE 2-k Hall Voltage vs Magnetic field 
(4700 8 IeSb film)
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Discussion

Present techniques of evaporation do not allow a satisfactory 

connrol of the Hca.1 Momiiies of films produced as there is no 

facdity to mmaBiure the annealing temperature of the substrate.

For films depoited with the same amoimt of material per 

layer and the same annealing temperature, the HhII Mobibiiies increase 

almost linearly with thickness, but the resistivities (or conducciv- 

ities) remain almost the same, in the range between 2000 ? and 5000 2.

As shown in the results, a film Wth many layers has a relative

ly high Hal 1 Mooility compared W.th a film W.th fewer layers even 

though they have the same overall thickness.

To obtain films with higher moosiity it appears necessary to 

employ the technique of simultaneous evaporation of the individual 

con^i^ents of the mattrilaL.



CHAPTER III

Microwave Equipment

The system diagram is shown in Figure 5-1 with experimental

aet up in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-5.

ie different components of the microwave bridge are as follows:

A) Kystrons

2K25 Reflex Klystrons are used as the signal oscillator

and the local oscillators. Their characteristics are shown in Table 5-1. 

For the maximum output power and minimum frequency deviation, the two 

klystrons are both operated with beam voltage at 500 V at reflector 

voltage at 160

B) Isolators - Phillips PP4422 ferrite isolators.

For operating range between 8.4 to 9.7 Gc/s the character

istic curves of both the direct and reverse attenuation of the ferrite 

isolator PP4422X show curves symmetric about 9.0 Gc/s with a maximum 

of 50 db for the reverse attenuation and a minimum of 0.5 db for the 

direct attenuation.

C) Attenuators and Phase Shifters (by substitution method)

In this calibration process, the standard attenuator and phase

shifter are 1
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hp X J82X (series 5945) attenuator.

Accuracy is ± 2$ of reading or 0,1 db whhchever is greater.

Phase shifter variation is less than 3° from 0 to 50 db.

hp X 885A (series 1094) phase shifter.

Acccwacy is 2° (8.2 - 10 Gc) or 3° (10 - 12.4 Gc)

Loss vaor-ation 0.5 db max. (8.2 - 10 Gc)

or 0.4 db max. (10 - 12.4 Gc)

All calibration curves of different attenuators and phase shff- 

ers are to be found in Figure 5-4 to Figure 5-6.

D) Filin-loaded wvvgtd.de.

The wveguide ws made up of two identical half-sections to 

allow the film to be mounted between them. The surfaces of the two 

contacting section which sc^ubI^ became the longitudinal cendrs-lide 

of the guide were carefully machined to give a good meehhancal fit. The 

mica sheet on which the film was deposited was thin enough to rndte any 

radiation losses negligible.

E) I.F. Aplifier (APSJ1A).

This I.F. amplifier contained seven stages wth a crystal 

diode in series with 10 KL rectifier output stage and has a bandwdth 

of 6 M/s centred at 60 Nc/s. The I.F. ampUfier Power supply operates

at (a) plate supply 105 V, 60 ma. (b) grid control from zero to 6.5 i.

and (c) filment supply 6.5 i. (D.C.), 2.5 amp. The dhaacceristic 

curves of this I.F. A^liiler are shown in Fl-gui^ X, ngur* 5-8 and 

Figure 5-9.

wvvgtd.de


Table >1

Heater

Frequency range

Beam voltage

Beam current

Refiector voltage

Power output

Electronic tuning range

Eectronic tuning rate

2K25 Reflex Klystron Caracteristic^2^



FIGURE J-l Microwave Bridge



FIGURE >.2 Experimental set up of Microwave Bridge



anplifier and Power Supply, and Oscilloscope.
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I.F, Amplifier - Gain vs Grid Voltage
FIGUR* >9



CHAPTER IV 

nransmsaion Cihaaatteistics of Film-loaded Wa^^ide

The n°rffial nodes of propvgrtion for glides lwd^ l^gitiudi^ 

vll.y (z-direction) w.ti s!.abs vre wot, in genera^ either T.E. ° T.M. 

n°deEi, but v ^m^wation of v T.E. and v T.M. mooe/52^-^ If U .a 

a transverse slab, the boundary concdtions at the slab-air interface 

can be satisfied by T.E. (to z direction) modes alone or T.M, (to z

junction) modes alone. For a longitudinal slab, tie boundary

conditions at tie slab-air interface is the same as for a transverse 

slab, except that tie slab-air interface is longitudinal rather ti«s 

transverse. Ibis suggests that tie basic Bodes of propagation for 

lodg.tu(iidVL slab-Hcaded rectangular guides are T.E. to X modes or 

T.M. to X modes if tie slab priG-lel narrow walls of tie guide 

(y-z plane) and T.E. to y modes or T.M. to y modes if tie slab pvtV.111 

broad wwHs of tie guide (x-y plane). Those modes are called Hybbid

° L^^tudma^S^tion O-ectric (LSE) modeB adi Lonng-tudin-

(32)al-Section MannUc (LSM) moles. ”

Connider a semi-conducting film, tie surface of tie film being 

parHel to tie narrow wHs of a rectangular waveguide and tie 

(hsUn^ frra tie narrow wv^-L bling "d", as shown in Figwr1 U-l.

It is assumed that tie film has negligible thickness compared 

wth tie guide dimension, "a", and makes perfect electrical contact 

with tie two broad wILLs of the guide. The unloaded wave^He of ratio

55



b/a ■ 1/2 la considered to support ordy modes of the TEnn type'*"' so 

the nodes of propapttLon for the fita--loBdto rect*-ogU.Lur gULde are 

LSE modes (T.E. to x nodes). The wave eqtutions

hare M.K.S. rationalized unts are used.

thr ee-di nensiomtL

The last term is the contribution to from derivatives in the aodal

direction. The first term La the two-diaenndoinaL Laplacian Ln the 

transverse plane, representing connributions to 7 from derivatives

in thia plane. Assuming that the dependence of each field component 

wjtat
9on e and t fa gven by a factor

nay then be witten

2• w h eo o

For Transverse Mgnntic Waves

E , « A, sin &X X b x sin (m/b) y •X
- W e for 0 7 x 7 d

E*2 ■ A2 ain hx(a-x) sin (nn/b) J

Wiere y « a + JP and kQ

as derived in D.
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Siiilnrly for Transverse ELectric Waves

HjQ • ) cos h*x cos (nn/b) y . e"VB for 0 " x " d

cos h(a-x) cos (nn/b) y • e"7z for d " x — a

The field eompxmonts for L5E iodea derived in Appenddix E arei

for 0 , x " d
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The above equations satisfy the boundary conditions at the surface of 

the wavegU.de, but in addition the boundary conditions at the surface 

of the film have to be complied with:

®yl * *y2 * *y x ■ d

where G ■ a t^ or 1/R is the conductance of the film per square and 

B b (ue € ) t_ (X* is the susceptance of tae film per squara, (o is 
ro i

wavegu.de
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the attenuation coefficient, a, and the phase-change coefficient, p, can

S_ is the relative permittivity of the film, for inditm antimonide 

e_ » 16). Now consider the wavelength range in which only the dominant

mode can propagate in the unloaded guide; i.e. n - 0 and the film is 

located at the center of the wavegtdde, i.e. d - - . The characterietic 

eqiutions are simplified to

u ainh v — v sin u ^o*^
cosh v - cos u 2

wavegtU.de
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1/4

a ♦ jp ■ ^(Re)2 + (Ira)2 e^

[2 2 } !/* ©
a ■ |(De) ♦ (Im) Ji cos —

P - ((Re)2 + (Ira)2} sin ©

The solution of a and p can be obtained nwmeically when the a&nittance 

of film, Y, and the position of insertion, d, are given* The IBM 7040 

computer program II is the numirical calculation for the propagation 

coefficient, Y, with different a&nnttances of the film, Y,
1 -6R = — from 50 ohm per square to 50 Miz per square, B = 10 1/Q per

square and f, frequency, is 9*25 Gc/s. The results are shown in Figure 

4-2.
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Tieoretical Results

Propagation ConsSant rf InSb film-lradod wavejgiido

Frequency ■ 9.25 Gc/s RRtativo Permittivity » 16

Resistance por square Reaso-chango Conoficiont Attonuatirn Conoficiont
B (rods) a(N/n)

0.0 0.00026136 194.88239
0.5 x 10 4.64540690 194.85430
1.1 x 10 10.23248899 194.74502
1.7 x 10 15.84847641 194.54823
2 x 10 18.67211700 194.41422
5 x 10 47.86961651 191.22701
1 x x 102 97.04055309 169.60545
2 x 102 131.08980942 106.11738
5 x 102 136.62243271 45.85230
1 x 105 136.78953361 23.25631
2 x 10? 136.79005241 11.67270
5 x 10? 136.78686905 4.67418
1 x 104 136.78629494 2.33745
5 x 10^ 136.78609657 0.46751
1 xO 136.78609657 0.23376
5 xlO5 136.78635025 0.04-675
1 x 1O6 136.78609848 0.02338
5 x IO7 136.78609657 0.00467
1 x 1OS 136.78609276 0.00233
5 x 10® 136.78609467 O.OOO46



Ejxerimmntal Reeidts

Attenuation and Phase Shift of IiSb files and micas

Sample Film I Film II Film III Film IV m.ca I mica II

Resistance per 
square 1375Q 9260 846q 414q - -

dimension 3 .6cm X 2.75cm 3.6cm X 2.7cm 3.6cm X 2.7cm 4,7cm X 2.95 cm 3.6cm X 2.7cm4.7cm X 2.95cm

Attenuation 5.50 db 8.20 db 8.65 db 23.0 db 0.35 db 0.2

5.40 8.10 9.05 24.5 0.35 0.2

5.55 8.20 8.9 24.0 0.40 0.2

5.6o 8.05 8.85 20.0 0.35 0.15
5.6o 8.15 9.05 23.0 0.175

average 
attenuation 5.53 db 8.14 db 8.96 db 23.625 db 0.35 db 0.2 db

attenuation 
coefficient 0.166 N/cm 0.25 N/cm 0.276 N/cm 0.43 N/cm

Phase Shift 7.0°
5.0°

7°
10.5°

7.5°
6.5°

9.5°
9.0°

5.5°
6.0°

6.0
6.5

6.5° 6.5° 9.0° 9.0° 5.5 5.5
5.5° 7.0° 7.0° 9.0° 4.0 6.0
6.0° 8.0° 8.5 9.0° 6.0

Average Phase Siif 6.0° 7.125° 7.7° 9.0° 5.7° 6.0°

Phase Ciange 
Coefficient 0.0290 rad/cr 1 0.0345 rad/ cm 0.0373 rad/aa 0.0334 rad JO. a •
empty guide Phase 
change coefficient 
(f«9.25 gc/s) ..

1.3675 rad/cr
1

n 1.3675 rad/cm 1.3675 rad/c
1

1-------- ;----------- 1-----------------------
m 1.3675 rad/ cm - -

file-loaded wave
guide Hiase Change 

coefficient
1.3965 rad/cr

1
1 1.402 rad/ci
________________

1
n 1.4o48 rad/cm 1^4009 rad,

J
/cm -
1

-
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Discussion

The second computer 70^0 programme "Propagation Coofficient of 

film-loaded waveguide" is to analyze at different t^crowave frequencies 

the complex phase-change coefficient in the direction of propagation in 

a rectangular waveguide with a thin film located at the centre of the 

guide with the surface of the film parallel to the narrow wad of the 

guide. The complex phase-change coefficients are given in both rectang

ular form (y = a + jp) and polar form - |Y| e1®) for different imped

ance of the film. The complex numbiers in the direction perpendicular 

to the surface of the film can also be obtained from this programme.

Four In-Sb films with different resistances per square 

(1375&, 926h>, 846q and 4VHl) have been measured. Tieir mmasiured values 

of attenuation and phase shift are found to be very close to the 

theoretical values in Figure U-2.



CONCLUSIONS

A sensitive microwave bridge and a high voltage pulse generator 

have been assembled for the measurements of the changes in the complex 

permittivities of indium antimonide thin films subjected to high 

electric fields. The bridge, operating at a frequency of 9.25 Gc/s, is 

capable of meaauring attenuations and phase shifts of waveguide sections 

wth a loss of to db to an accuracy approaching 0.1 db and 1.0 degree 

respectively. An I.F. arnppifier with a bandwidth of 6 Mc/s, centred at 

60 Mc/s, and a gain of 80 db is used to detect the output of the micro

wave bridge. It is found that the output of the Klystron 2K25 is temper

ature dependent due to thermal expansion of the resonant cavity. Consequ

ently a blower has been used for cooling to mintain constant temperature.

A new type of high voltage pulse generator has been designed. This 

features a continuously variable pulse width from 0.2 p sec. to 5 p sec. with 

a low output impedance of speroxLmsaely 15 ohms and a repetition rate 

adjustable to 1, 2, 5 and 10 pulses per sec. The theoreaical model of the 

pulse generator (Figure 1—6) and the theoretical solution for the rise time 

of the output pulse derived thereof (Appendix B) are shown to be valid 

as seen in the 4 Kv, 0,5 p sec. pulse measuraments (Figure 1—15). These 

mmasurements have shown that during conduction the equivalent circuit of 

the thyratron type 5C22 consists of a major capacitance (grid-anode) of 

15 pf., and inductance (anode- cathode) of 2 ph and a resistance of 2.56

66
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Films of indium antimomide With thickness of the order of lOP 8 

have been prepared by vacuum deposition onto thin mica adetntea. To 

obtain high Hall moM-lities, a muUtilcyer construction with subsequent 

annealing has been used. The Hall mobilises obtained ranged between 

50C and 1000 cm^/V-sec.

It has been found that c linear relationship exists between the 

HaC.1 moOility and the film thickness in the range between 2000 5? and 

5000 8, but that the conduct±'v-t^i-es renaiin almost constant;. For the same 

film thickness the Hall moOility increases with number of layers. The 

cnneaaing tempprature has c large influence on the moOHlites of the film. 

A study into this effect would have extended the range of eobililirs, but 

due to lack of facilities ct the present time, this has not been done. 

Temmeraltuoot inside the vacuum coating udit would be mensured with a 

ahroeotnOckel thermocouple connected through a "covar seal" and also 

provision of independent heater boats for the evaporation of the indium 

and antimony separately woo^d be desirable.

A theoreeical solution of the complex propagation constant of a 

film-loaded waveguide is presented. The film is placed longitudinally in 

a rect-angilar waveguide with the surface of the film purdin to the 

narrow wwli of the guide in a fashion similar to the ordinary vane-type 

attenuator. Tiis solution is calculated numerically with an IBM 7040 

computer programs (Appendix F) by Newton's method of iteration. The 

complex propagation constants are given in both rectangular fore (V = a + j£) 

and polar form (V « lv| e*®) for different; values of ttae file impedance. 

The complex wave etaeifs in the direction perpendicular to the surface of 
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tho film for diffoeont impedanco of tho film can bo also obtainod from 

thia comppler programme.

Tho propagation constant of film-loadod wave(gULdt for a film

located at tho conteo of tho glido with tho suefaco of tho film paraHol 

to tho nwrow wsO.1 of tho guido has boon solvod with tho comppler peo- 

gramme. Tiia proge^M)ms is also applicablo to films locatod longitudinally 

with tho sirfaco puriHol to tho bmad w11 of tho guido if tho fiold 

cnm^pnettls for T.E.mn to y modes wero usod instoad of T.E.mn to x modes 

aa discissod in Appendix E. Various distancos botwoon tho film and tho 

waveo^-Uido wwll can also bo c^aLcllattd. Flu*thoriortl not onLy tho domin

ant modo pro^fgrtos in tho unloadod guido, but also tho study of tho 

othoe modes can bo obtainod by changing tho transvtrst wavo nuj^mbos, o.g.
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APPENDIX B

At t ■ 0 the switch 4 iB closed. The circuit in Figure 1-7

FIGURE B-l

The tranafom equation of the output current, I^Ca), of this 

eqidivalent circuit is found by the determinant
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where nnS Bs tree ten oootn

By use iO the

Substitute f

and the output voltage across f is



APPHNDXX C

IBM 701*0 Computer Progrmna I 

for eqittion (A) In Cmpte I.
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APPENDIX D

For T.M. Waves (Figure 4-1)

Vx’y) ■ -(y2 * ko2) EI(x>y)

so

let

let



boundary conditions

for

or

or

whers



— 2

APPENDIX E

The ciu*l equations assuming a time function mre

or dE

ay

From the
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From Appendix D, for 0 x •< d

= Al sin h*x sin (nn/b) y -Yz

so
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Similar for d s x < a

for L.S.E. waves
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APPENDIX F

IBM 70*K) Computer Programme II

NuaericaOL calcination of the theoretical solution for the 

complex propagation constant (V = a + jp) of a film-loaded wave

guide in Clapper I.
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